The isomorphisms and the transition points of K2MoO4, K2WO4, Rb2MoO4 and Rb2WO4 were studied and the cell constants of the occurring phases computed.
Introduction
During an investigation of the structures of the normal alkali molybdates AzMoO4 and tungstates A2WO4, it was found that there is considerable disagreement among various authors concerning the number of phases found at elevated temperatures and the temperatures at which the transformations occur. Here we report results of our high-temperature X-ray work on the potassium and rubidium salts.
Experimental
Powder X-ray diffraction patterns were made from samples made and checked for purity by Kools, Koster & Rieck (1970) . The powders were mixed with Vaseline and distributed uniformly over a flat sample holder. A Nonius high-temperature focusing Guinier camera was used. The sample holder, consisting of a gauze of Pt-10 %Rh wires, was submitted to programmed heating. The rate of heating from room temperature up to Potassium Under these circumstances, using a calibrated thermocouple, the estimated error of the temperatures given is about + 10°C. The calibration for diffraction angles was carried out with a sample of quartz. Cu K~ radiation was used and calculations were carried out with the average ~1~2 value of 2= 1.5418 A. Cell constants were obtained by a least-squares method minimizing ~(1/d2obs--1/d21c) 2.
Tables of indexed reflexions of the hexagonal structures and of the orthorhombic rubidium compound structures are given in Table 3 . 19"56 --0"03 21"99 22"01 --0"02 27-41 27"42 --0"01 28" 12 28" 17 --0"05 32"63 32"64 --0"01 34"53 34"52 +0"01 36"03 36"03 0"00 37-19 37-20 --0"01 39"71 39"71 0"00 44"88 44"88 0"00 45"13 45"13 0"00 47"32 47"30 +0"02 49"39 49"40 --0"01 49"84 49"85 --0"01 53"84 53"83 +0"01 55-12 55"12 0"00 55"94 55"96 --0"02 58"25 58"24 + 0"01 62"05 62"05 0"00 63"04 63"03 + 0"01 65"55 65"54 +0-01 (Kools, Koster & Rieck (1970) , are believed to have a hexagonal 0c-K2SO4 arrangement at elevated temperatures. This conclusion has been reached by visual comparison of the high-temperature diffractographs with those of the potassium and rubidium compounds.
Introduction
Graphical display of the output from a digital computer is still a relatively novel technique in crystallography. Several significant display techniques are currently in use. * Research Collaborator, 1968 -1970 The program ORTEP (Johnson, 1965) takes atomic coordinates and prepares two stereo images on the output device, usually an X-Y plotter. Such stereo images are finding increasing use as three-dimensional illustrations in scientific books and journals.
A second approach (Levinthal, 1965; Levinthal, Barry, Ward & Zwick, 1967) takes advantage of a time-
